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Welcome to Stringer Asset Management

Our investment philosophy is founded on proven diversification methodologies but also addresses and acknowledges many behavioral finance
issues. Here are a few things we think differentiate us from many other investment managers.
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Innovative Flexibility
We have the innovative flexibility to take advantage of near-
term opportunities as well as to potentially identify those rare
market environments when the best thing an investor can do
is get out of the way.

Experienced Industry Leaders
The leaders of Stringer Asset Management have decades of
experience in the investment industry, working with a
multitude of investor types and working within every market
condition imaginable.
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Custom Methods | Proven Results
Our core investment beliefs are steeped in research. Having
worked closely with individual investors and their advisors for
years, we bridge economic theory with real-world practicality.

We Walk The Walk
The investment professionals at Stringer Asset Management
invest alongside our clients. We take pride in eating our own
cooking.
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The SAM Story

Stringer Asset Management is a group of
investment professionals that have worked
together for over a decade managing money
through both calm and turbulent markets. Our
investment philosophy is founded on proven
investment management methodologies and
also addresses many of the behavioral
tendencies that can cause investors to fall
short of achieving the opportunities presented
by the financial markets.
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Code of Ethics

Proxy Voting

Privacy Policy

Form ADV Part 2

GIPS Verification

SAM in the News

Positioning For Fixed Income During A Flat
Yield Curve Environment

Steady As She Goes: Growth Despite
Volatility

How To Invest Through This Enduring
Business Cycle

What Nobel Laureates Can Teach Us About
Managing Investor Emotions to Get Better
Results

The Fed Pivot Clears the Way for Economic
Growth, But Expect Volatility
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